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Communication is widespread, but language is unique
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Hockett’s Design features
Hockett, C. F. (1960). The origin of speech. Scientific American, 203, 88–96.



Language’s communicative power 
comes from its structure



Language’s communicative power comes from its 
structure

Duality of patterning: meaning-bearing units composed of 
(re)combinations of meaningless differentiating units
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Language’s communicative power comes from its 
structure

Duality of patterning: meaning-bearing units composed of 
(re)combinations of meaningless differentiating units

“Noun; an unhewn portion of a felled tree”log
“Noun; A domesticated carnivorous mammal”dog
“Verb; To work in making holes or turning the ground”dig
“Adjective; Faintly luminous”dim

Word Meaning



S → NP VP VP’(NP’)
NP → Npr N’pr
Npr → Fido fido’
Npr → Tiddles tiddles’
VP → V NP V’(NP’)
V → chased λx [λy [(chase’(x,y)]] 

Language’s communicative power comes from its 
structure

Compositionality: the meaning of an expression is a function of 
the meaning of its parts and the way in which they are combined

Fido chased Tiddles

S
chase’(fido’,tiddles’)

NP
tiddles’

Npr
fido’

NP
fido’

VP
λx[chase’(x,tiddles’)]

V
chase’



Language’s communicative power comes from its 
structure

əd

dɔg
(dog)

gsp

-əd
(past tense)

ə
(a)

k

kat
(cat)

t ðInventory of meaningless units 
(10s)

Inventory of meaningful units
(1000s)

Inventory of meaningful sentences
(∞)

ðə
(the)

spɔt
(spot)

the cat spotted the dog
a cat spotted the dog

a dog spotted the cat

…

…

ðat
(that)

the dog spotted the cat
the cat spotted the cat that spotted a dog

ɔ a …

the dog spotted the cat that spotted the dog



How did language evolve?



Language is universal in our species



Language is a hugely adaptive trait



A tool for the communication of knowledge and internal states



One possible 
explanation

• Language is just like any other 
adaptive feature of an 
organism’s biology

• It’s an innate feature of the 
human mind

• It evolved by natural selection 
under pressure for 
communication

More on this in week 2



Social learning is ubiquitous in 
humans



Language is transmitted 
via repeated learning 
and use
Language is shaped as a 
consequence of these 
processes

Primary 
Linguistic

Data

Grammatical 
competence

Language
Acquisition

Device
Arena of Use

Data

Grammar

Learning
Data

GrammarUse Use

Learning
Data

Grammar Use

Data
Learning

Upper: from Hurford, J. R. (1990). Nativist and functional explanations in language acquisition. In I. M. 
Roca (Ed.), Logical issues in language acquisition (pp. 85–136). Dordrecht: Foris.

Lower: from Smith, K. (2022). How language learning and language use create linguistic structure. 
Current Directions in Psychological Science, 31, 177-186. 



Learning, culture and biology

Upper: from Kirby, S., Dowman, M., & Griffiths, T. (2007). Innateness and culture in the evolution of language. PNAS, 104, 5241-5245.
Lower: adapted from Fitch, W. T. (2010). The Evolution of Language. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press  

Ontogeny Glossogeny

Phylogeny



Schedule
Week Topic

1 Introduction
2 Natural selection, adaptation and language
3 Intention and structure in animal communication
4 Social learning and cumulative culture
5 Evolution of speech, vocal learning

Flexible learning week
6 No class (essay 1 due this week)
7 Evolution of social cognition
8 Cultural evolution of language
9 Sign language and language origins

10 Gene-culture co-evolution



https://kennysmithed.github.io/origins2223/



Pre-lecture preparation

• Readings must be done in advance
• Do the reading, answer the quiz questions on Top Hat

– Most useful bit for me is the free comment box at the end

• I will assume you have done the readings, we’ll talk about 
them in class



Tecumseh Fitch
The Evolution of Language



Top Hat for reading quizzes and in-class voting

• Instructions for registering on 
Learn/github

• https://app-ca.tophat.com/
• Origins class code: 285083

https://app-ca.tophat.com/


Tutorials

• Tutorials will start in 
week 2 

• Weeks 2-3: an easy start
• Later weeks: debates

Maisy Hallam
Friday 10-11
Friday 12-1

Aislinn Keogh
Wednesday 2-3
Thursday 2-3

Lauren Fletcher
Wednesday 10-11
Wednesday 2-3



Assessment

• 1.5k word essay (50% for undergrads, 40% for postgrads)
– List of topics to be provided (end of week 3 at the latest)
– Due 2nd March

• 1.5k word essay (50% for undergrads, 60% for postgrads)
– Same list of topics
– Due 13th April 



Any questions on course structure, 
assessment, admin etc?



A short preview of where 
we are headed



Learning, use, and language design

• Language is passed from person to person by learning
• People learn from language as it is used in communication
• Language evolves in response to its learning and use
• Structure allows language to learnable yet communicatively powerful

Rather than us being adapted for language, language has adapted to us

Data

Grammar

Learning
Data

GrammarUse Use

Learning
Data

Grammar Use

Data
Learning



What’s required for this to happen?

Social learning, 
vocal learning

Mitteilungsbedürfnis
and mindreading



What’s required for this to happen?

Social learning, 
vocal learning

Mitteilungsbedürfnis
and mindreading
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four true belief or four false belief trials (never both in the same session), with order counterbalanced 
across participants. Sessions 5–6 (duping test) and Session 7 (in-room test) each included four false 
belief trials and no true belief trials.  

Rewards were grapes or banana slices. We did not use the box apparatus used with children 
in Study 1 because during pilot testing the chimpanzees were taking over 700 trials on average to 
learn how the chutes worked. To simplify the apparatus for chimpanzees, we used a set-up that they 
were very familiar with from previous studies: containers on a table top. Thus, the chimpanzees’ 
apparatus consisted of a sliding table mounted below a Plexiglas window looking onto the 
chimpanzees’ enclosure, a small yellow box with lid, and two larger, round, opaque plastic 
containers: one blue and one white (see Figure 4). The blue and white containers were equivalent to 
the two chute openings in the children’s apparatus and the yellow box was equivalent to the plastic 
egg. Chimpanzees could choose a container by poking their fingers through holes in the bottom of the 
window. The location of the reward was randomized with the constraint that it could not be in the 
same location for more than two consecutive trials.  

Note that the difference in materials used did not change the basic structure of the task. In 
both the children’s test and the apes’ test, there was a reward hidden inside a container and there were 
two possible places the Baiter could put that container. Participants had to understand that the Baiter 
would put the container in the correct place when she had a true belief about its contents and in the 
wrong place when she had a false belief about its contents.  
 

A)                                                                          B) 

 

C)                                                                                   D)  

 
Figure 4. False belief procedure for chimpanzees in Study 2: A) the Baiter puts a grape into the box 
and then leaves; B) the Switcher enters and sneakily switches the grape for a banana slice; C) the 
Baiter returns and, because she believes it still has a grape inside, hides the box in the ‘grapes’ 
container; and D) the chimpanzee incorrectly chooses the ‘banana’ container.  
 
Procedure 
 

Chimpanzees were tested in a familiar enclosure by two female experimenters, the ‘Baiter’ 
and the ‘Switcher.’ To engage the chimpanzees’ attention and keep them motivated, the 



The idea

• Humans ended up with an unusual combination of traits: 
ubiquitous social learning (including of vocal signalling) and 
deep mental interpenetration

• This set in place a cultural evolutionary process that shaped 
how language works 



What’s the evidence?

• We’ll look at social learning and mental interpenetration in 
humans and other animals

• We’ll look at how learning and use of linguistic (or pseudo-
linguistic) systems shapes their structure



Some fun examples of what learning and use can do
(with a focus on Hockett’s design features)



Where do symbols come from?

• Icon: signals resemble meanings
• Symbol: arbitrary relationship between signal and meaning
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Repeated interaction in a Pictionary-like communication task
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Abstract

To study the development of graphical conventions we

had members of a simulated community play a series of

graphical interaction games with partners drawn from the

same pool (Experiment 1).  Once the community was

established, a conventional referring scheme emerged

that facilitated high levels of semantic coordination, with

reduced communicative effort.  Next, a forced choice

reaction time study (Experiment 2) demonstrated that

graphical conventions developed in communities offer a

distinct processing advantage when compared with those

developed by isolated pairs (i.e. participants who always

interact with the same partner).  This is interpreted as

evidence that the graphical conventions that evolve

within a closed community constitute higher order

cognitions, the whole being greater than the sum of its

parts.

Background

Vygotsky (1981) claims that higher order cognition is a

product of social interaction, that novel structures

emerge as a consequence of interpersonal, as opposed

to intrapersonal, communication. Hutchins (1995)

shares this view, arguing that higher order cognition is a

cultural product, a consequence of interaction (human-

environment and human-human) that is distributed

across time and space.  According to Hutchins, higher

order cognitions emerge from “an adaptive process that

accumulates partial solutions to frequently encountered

problems” (p.354).  Lewis (1969, 1975) defines

conventions in a comparable way, as arising from

situations where a community faces the recurrent

problem of coordination.

If we agree that conventions are cultural

products, should we accept that they represent higher

order cognitions?  Using Chinese characters as an

example (Figure 1), we argue that conventions are

culturally evolved higher order cognitions.

Over several thousand years the original

Chinese character that represents mountain (left) has

evolved into its current, less complex, form (right).  We

argue that this change is not arbitrary; it is a result of

global coordination that took place over time and space,

culminating in a refined, conventional form that

promotes rapid communication with reduced effort.

This is an example of an evolutionary process where the

whole is greater than the sum of its parts.

Figure 1.  The changing form of the Chinese character

that represents mountain (Vacarri & Vacarri, 1961;

cited in Arbib, in press)

Having partners collaborate on a graphical referential

communication task, Fay, Garrod, Lee and Oberlander

(2003) studied the influence of interaction upon

representational form.  The task required participants to

represent a concept such that their partner could

identify it.  Figure 2 illustrates the changing

representation of Clint Eastwood over 6 games, where

partners’ drawing and identifying roles changed from

game to game.

Figure 2.  Partners’ changing representation of Clint

Eastwood over 6 games

What is initially a designed, iconic representation of

Clint Eastwood develops, through a process of

Garrod, S. et al. (2007). Foundations of Representation: Where Might Graphical Symbol Systems Come From?  Cognitive Science, 31, 961-987
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Garrod, S. et al. (2007). Foundations of Representation: Where Might Graphical Symbol Systems Come From?  Cognitive Science, 31, 961-987
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order cognitions emerge from “an adaptive process that

accumulates partial solutions to frequently encountered

problems” (p.354).  Lewis (1969, 1975) defines

conventions in a comparable way, as arising from

situations where a community faces the recurrent

problem of coordination.

If we agree that conventions are cultural

products, should we accept that they represent higher

order cognitions?  Using Chinese characters as an

example (Figure 1), we argue that conventions are

culturally evolved higher order cognitions.

Over several thousand years the original

Chinese character that represents mountain (left) has

evolved into its current, less complex, form (right).  We

argue that this change is not arbitrary; it is a result of

global coordination that took place over time and space,

culminating in a refined, conventional form that

promotes rapid communication with reduced effort.

This is an example of an evolutionary process where the

whole is greater than the sum of its parts.

Figure 1.  The changing form of the Chinese character

that represents mountain (Vacarri & Vacarri, 1961;

cited in Arbib, in press)

Having partners collaborate on a graphical referential

communication task, Fay, Garrod, Lee and Oberlander

(2003) studied the influence of interaction upon

representational form.  The task required participants to

represent a concept such that their partner could

identify it.  Figure 2 illustrates the changing

representation of Clint Eastwood over 6 games, where

partners’ drawing and identifying roles changed from

game to game.

Figure 2.  Partners’ changing representation of Clint

Eastwood over 6 games

What is initially a designed, iconic representation of

Clint Eastwood develops, through a process of
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Those playing the role of drawer during the test phase were
instructed to produce their drawings just as they would have if this
round had been run in the same way as the previous rounds, i.e.
requiring only one correct guess, and attempting to minimise trial
durations. Accordingly, all participants involved in this round were
informed that the penalty for incorrect responses would not apply
to this round (to encourage drawers not to adjust their behaviour
to take account of the necessity of a response by a naı̈ve matcher).
However, they were also informed that trials would be timed as
before (to maintain the emphasis on speed and efficiency), and that
any matcher who believed they were ready to make a response on
any trial during this round should therefore say ‘‘stop’’, just as in
previous rounds, in order to terminate that trial.
The order of presentation of the nine drawings used in the test

phase was randomised. The six drawings taken from another chain
each represented the six different target words. The three drawings
to be completed by participant 7 from any chain alternated
between sets of three of the six target items (either: pink, purple
and blue; or grey, green and brown).

Results

Example Drawings
Figure 2 displays examples of two complete sequences of

drawings of one particular target item (purple) produced by two of
the microsocieties in our experiment. These particular examples
illustrate relatively well the predicted effects of decreasing
graphical complexity and iconicity, and they are considered in
more detail in the Discussion.

Rounds 1–6 (Transmission Phase)
The 16 complete chains together resulted in a total of 576 target

trials (6 targets in each of 6 rounds for every chain). Of these, 516
(90%) were answered correctly.

From round 3 onwards all three matchers had varying levels of
experience in the test group. In rounds 3 to 6 the most experienced
member of any group was, overwhelmingly, the most likely to
make a guess, with the least experienced member the least likely.
Of the 384 target trials on these rounds, 357 (93%) were answered
correctly, with 225 (63%) of these correct responses given by the
most experienced matcher in the group, 114 (32%) by the next
most experienced matcher, and 18 (5%) by the naı̈ve matcher. A
chi-square test showed that this was significantly different from
a uniform distribution: x2=4180.35, df=2, p,.001. Table 2
shows the percentage of responses which were made by each of the
three matchers over rounds. This remained relatively constant
between rounds 3 and 6.
With regard to the predictions stated in the introduction, it was

expected that trial durations would reduce over rounds. For each
chain, the average duration of correct target trials was calculated
for rounds 1 to 6. These trial durations exhibited significant
skewness and kurtosis and were therefore analysed using non-
parametric statistics. A Friedman test showed that there were
differences between rounds: x2=46.34, N=16, p,.001 (Fig. 3).
Pairwise Wilcoxon tests showed that trial durations were
significantly higher in round 1 compared with round 2
(Z=3.103, p= .002), and also round 2 compared with round 3
(Z=2.068, p= .039). Further comparisons between successive
rounds were non-significant: rounds 3 & 4 (Z=0.534, p= .594);
rounds 4 & 5 (Z=1.914, p= .056); and rounds 5 & 6 (Z=0.625,
p= .532).

Test Phase
It was predicted that experienced matchers would have an

advantage over naı̈ve matchers when guessing the meaning of
drawings from their own microsociety, and that experienced
matchers would also have higher accuracy when guessing the
meaning of drawings from their own microsociety, compared with
those from a different microsociety.

Figure 2. Example drawings of one of the target concepts (purple) from two microsocieties. Panels A and B each display the drawings of
one chain of participants. Participant 5 joined the test group in round 2 and participant 6 joined the test group in round 3 so neither witnessed the
signs produced in the initial rounds (see Table 1). Each drawing was completed on a sheet of A4 paper and they are displayed to scale here.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0043807.g002
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It was predicted that experienced matchers would have an

advantage over naı̈ve matchers when guessing the meaning of
drawings from their own microsociety, and that experienced
matchers would also have higher accuracy when guessing the
meaning of drawings from their own microsociety, compared with
those from a different microsociety.

Figure 2. Example drawings of one of the target concepts (purple) from two microsocieties. Panels A and B each display the drawings of
one chain of participants. Participant 5 joined the test group in round 2 and participant 6 joined the test group in round 3 so neither witnessed the
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So much for symbols – how about structure?



Artificial language learning in the lab

• Adult participants repeatedly trained on set of picture-label 
pairs
– An ‘alien language’

• Tested repeatedly
– Presented with picture, enter label

Kirby, S., Cornish, H., & Smith, K. (2008). Cumulative cultural evolution in the laboratory: an experimental approach to the 
origins of structure in human language. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, USA, 105, 10681-10686.
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From Smith, K. (2022). How language learning and language use create linguistic 
structure. Current Directions in Psychological Science, 31, 177-186. 
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From Kirby, S., Griffiths, T. L., & Smith, K. (2014). Iterated learning and the 
evolution of language. Current Opinion in Neurobiology, 28, 108-114.



An initial holistic language
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10 generations later…
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If structure arises from social learning, 
why isn’t it more common?



Claidière, N., Smith, K., Kirby, S., & Fagot, J. (2014). Cultural evolution of a systematically structured 
behaviour in a non-human primate. Proceedings of the Royal Society B, 281, 20141541.
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Chain 4, Generation 12
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Systematic structure develops even 
in baboons (if you scaffold their 
environment in the right way) 



The idea

• Humans ended up with an unusual combination of traits: 
ubiquitous social learning (including of vocal signalling) and 
mental interpenetration

• This set in place a cultural evolutionary process that shaped 
how language works 



Schedule
Week Topic

1 Introduction
2 Natural selection, adaptation and language
3 Intention and structure in animal communication
4 Social learning and cumulative culture
5 Evolution of speech, vocal learning

Flexible learning week
6 No class (essay 1 due this week)
7 Evolution of social cognition
8 Cultural evolution of language
9 Sign language and language origins

10 Gene-culture co-evolution



Next week

• What is evolution? What is 
adaptation? How can we learn 
about humans by studying other 
animals?

• Language as a biological 
adaptation,  evolved through 
natural selection under pressure 
for communication


